NC Reads NC: Our Poets Speak
SCHOLAR EVALUATION FORM

Scholar: ____________________________________________

Library/Location/Dates: ________________________________

Our scholars are the key to successful humanities programming in libraries. Thank you very much for your participation in this series and for your helpful counsel. Your comments will assist us in evaluating this series and in developing and implementing future programs. Thank you!

NC Reads NC: Our Poets Speak

What were the two or three most positive aspects of your participation in the programs?

Did the format (brief presentation and small group discussion) work well for you?

How would you rate the quality of the books, videos, and support materials?

What would you change? Please include any suggestions for how this change might be made.

And—most important—would you like to do this again?
NC Reads NC: Our Poets Speak
PARTICIPANT INTERIM FEEDBACK FORM
LOCATION/DATE OF PROGRAM ______________

Please take a few minutes to give us some feedback on the programs to date. We will use this information to fine-tune the rest of the programs in this series.

Three things I like about this series are . . .

One thing I suggest that you change about the series is . . .

Additional comments.

Thanks for your feedback!!
You're helping us provide better programming for everyone.
NC Reads NC: Our Poets Speak
PARTICIPANT FINAL EVALUATION FORM
LIBRARY/LOCATION __________________

Please take a few minutes to give us some feedback on this series. Your responses are helpful in shaping future programming. Thanks!!

How would you rate the overall quality of the programs as a learning experience?
☐ EXCELLENT ☐ VERY GOOD ☐ AVERAGE ☐ POOR

How would you rate the scholar?
☐ EXCELLENT ☐ VERY GOOD ☐ AVERAGE ☐ POOR

Two things I liked about this series were . . .

One thing I suggest that you change about the series is . . .

How many of the programs in this series have you attended?
☐ 1 ☐ 2 ☐ 3 ☐ 4 ☐ 5 ☐ 6

Has this experience encouraged you to go to other sources for information on poets covered in the series? Check all that apply.
☐ Books/periodicals ☐ Videos ☐ Audiocassettes
☐ Library or museum exhibit ☐ Internet ☐ Other (specify) __________

Have you attended a discussion program or other program at this library before?
☐ Yes ☐ No

Would you attend another reading and discussion series if it were offered at this library?
☐ Yes, definitely ☐ Possibly ☐ No

Do you use this library for checking out books/videos or getting information?
☐ Yes ☐ Regularly ☐ Sometimes ☐ Rarely ☐ No

Additional comments:
NC Reads NC: Our Poets Speak
Librarian Evaluation Form
Library/Dates _______________________

1. How many participants attended each session?
2. Demographically, how did it look? Did age, sex, or ethnicity distinguish the audience?
3. Do you feel that you reached your intended audience? What would you change for next time in order to reach this group?
4. Did the participants read the assigned materials?
5. How were the films/videos received? (Were they perceived as interesting, informative, etc.?)
6. How was the scholar’s presentation received?
7. Describe your impression of the scholar’s performance of his/her duties.
8. How successful were the discussion groups? (from unsuccessful to very successful)
9. Describe the audience participation (e.g., enthusiastic, moderately engaged, etc.)
10. Was there an appropriate division of labor among you, the scholar, discussion leaders, committee members, volunteers, other staff?
11. Were there any surprises? (both positive and negative)
12. What would you do differently next time to ensure a successful program? (e.g., selection of scholar, selection of small-group discussion leaders, publicity, room arrangement, etc.)